Hie 2012

VACATIONAL EGYPT

PRICE PER PERSON IN
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

EUR 450.SURPLUS SINGLE ROOM EUR 98.-

7 days /6 nights

Price per day: 72.- EUR

There are many beautiful resorts all over the world where you can enjoy a quiet holiday,
leaving the stress back home but not all of them combine the beauty of the Res Sea with
its pristine waters and the many activities you can choose. In other words, you won´t get
bored on your vacation. Try snorkel or just take a boat with glass walls under the water,
to see the amazing coralls and fish. Or else, take an excursion to the desert for the day, or
just experience the quadratracks at the evening, you won´t be sorry. Need an extension of
your vacation? Do you want rather a 5***** resort for your stay? Just let us know and
we will organize your adventure in Egypt.

DEPARTURES ON 2022
JANUARY THROUGH NOVEMBER
Upon request, you can choose any day of the
week to start the program. Please send us an
E-mail or call us to check your dates for
availability.
And if you have a group, we will be very
happy to send you a special offer with bus or
rental cars.
INCLUSIONS

DAY 01 ARRIVAL IN CAIRO
After your international flight, arrive at Cairo airport where you will meet our representative who
will assist you through the customs and procedures of the airport. Transfer to your hotel on a
modern air-conditioned bus. Arrival and registration at the hotel. The rest of the day is free for
private activities, for shopping or visiting museums. Overnight at the Barcelo Pyramids Hotel
(4****) or similar.
DAY 02 CAIRO
Today, after breakfast, we begin to explore ancient Egypt with a visit to the famous pyramids. The
hand-built Great Pyramid of Keops is the largest of the three main pyramids and is the only
survivor of the Seven Great Wonders of the Ancient World: The other two are the pyramid of
Chephren, which is the best preserved, and the Pyramid of Mycerinus. Nearby you can see the
Sphinx, wonder of the world. We will visit the Papyrus Institute and learn how the paper was
made in ancient times, followed by shopping at the Papyrus Museum, perfume factory and
jewelry. Afterwards we will visit the famous Egyptian Museum, where you will spend two hours at
the richest Museum in the world accompanied by our guide in english and enjoying his explanation
of history, especially the part of King Tut with the masterpiece: his golden mask. Later on, transfer
back to the hotel. Accommodation at the Barcelo Pyramids Hotel (4****) or similar (B)
DAY 03 CAIRO – SHARM EL SHEIKH
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to Cairo International Airport and flight to Sharm El Sheik, an
Egyptian resort town between the desert of the Sinai Peninsula and the Red Sea. It's known for its
sheltered sandy beaches, clear waters and coral reefs. Naama Bay, with a palm tree-lined
promenade, is filled with bars and restaurants. Ras Muhammad National Park is a major diving
destination, with marine life around the Shark and Yolanda reefs and the Thistlegorm wreck.
Upon arrival, assistance through our partner and transfer to your Hotel. Here starts your
vacational holiday. You can enjow the facilities of the great hotel we have chosen for you, go to
the sea and swim on its crystal-clear waters or do some optional tours to upmost experience your
trip to the Red Sea. Overnight at the Xperience St. George Sharm Hotel (4****) or similar on soft
All Inklusive (ALL INCLUDED)
DAY 04 – DAY 06 SHARM EL SHEIKH
Early breakfast. Spend all day in Sharm el Sheikh and enjoy the resort, the food, the Red Sea
view. If you are planning some activities, we will suggest joining us to continue your adventure
with diving, windsurfing and enjoy the heat of the Egyptian sun at the All Inclusive 4**** Resort,
which offers you the best beach holiday in Sharm El Sheikh, located on the shores of the
magnificent Red Sea. Overnight at the Resort (ALL INCLUDED)
DAY 07 SHARM EL SHEIKH - RETURN HOME
Breakfast at the hotel. Enjoy the hotel facilities and the beach until the transfer to the airport.
END OF OUR SERVICES.
EUROLATINO Tour Operators

info@eurolatino.eu

o 02 nights at Barcelo Pyramids Hotel or
similar 4**** in Cairo with breakfast
o 04 nights at Xperience St George Hotel in
Sharm (Standard Room) 4**** or similar on
Soft All Inclusive basis.
• Reception and transfers from/to all airports
during the program
• All transfers mentioned at the attached
itinerary.
• Full Day Cairo tour to visit Pyramids, Sphinx,
Egyptian Museum & Khan El Khalili with
private English-speaking guide
NOT INCLUDED
o Domestic and/or International flights
o Entry visas to Egypt
o Tips for guides, drivers and porters
o Personal expenses
o Other services & meals not mentioned here

